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Summary
This Deliverable summarizes the research efforts of the consortium to develop smart strategies
for optimizing the task execution behavior, via the reasoning, scheduling and configuration of the
task descriptions created by other efforts in the project.
Roughly speaking, the consortium’s overall approach is to improve the software support to transform declarative task descriptions encoded in abstract, symbolic representations (as used by humans), into procedural inputs to the robots’ actuators (as used by robot motion controllers). The
mentioned transformation is not performed in one go, but is structured in a small set of so-called
“composable” sub-transformations that each make one “level of abstraction” more concrete (in
the sense that more and more properties of the real robot systems are being taken into account).
The consortium has, for the time being, adopted the following levels of abstraction:
• symbolic task descriptions in natural language: in the context of the project, these come,
for example, from an online human-centered cooking recipes.
• robot-independent platform capabilities: when making task descriptions for humans, one
(typically and unconsciously) does not mention the capabilities (motion, sensing, reasoning,
decision making) that the “executer” of the task must have, because most humans share
the same set of such capabilities. So, a first “level of abstraction” that has to be introduced
is to make the types of required capabilities explicit: is the task specified with the implicit
assumption that a two-armed “executor” is available, or is a one-armed executor sufficient?
That it can deal with interaction forces? Can it visually observe the world to locate all
objects that are relevant for the task execution, or do extra “active sensing” sub-tasks have
to be added? Are the “trade-off policies” with which the task can or should be executed
already made explicit, e.g., is it allowed to try to execute the task as fast as possible at the
expense of accuracy, or risk of damaging objects or reducing the “quality of service” of the
task execution? Etc.
• robot-dependent capability execution configuration: the concrete robot system (including
sensing and control software) need not be known for the additions mentioned at the previous
level. But as soon as a concrete robot system has been selected, this choice adds more details
about all of the mentioned capabilities, and more. For example, what is the maximum speed
or force of the robot? How fast and accurate does the visual tracking work? Can the robot
controller decide for itself how to best steer away from singularities? Etc.
• controller-dependent execution behavior : the lowest level of abstraction that is relevant for
the project is that of the software algorithms that the robot controllers use to realize their
expected behavior. For example, force control is available but impedance control is not; the
control and localization algorithms have a “self-tuning” functionality or not; etc.
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Irrespective of the level of abstraction, a task description has a “discrete” part (i.e., a specification
of the sequencing of sub-tasks) and a “continuous” part (i.e., a specification of the behavior of
the robots to realist a specific subtask).
The composite structure introduced in this way (that is, the four levels of abstraction, and the
discrete/continuous combo) is simple enough to be easily understood by the human developers
who have to provide the software support, but still powerful enough to allow to cope with the
complexity of the envisaged ambition. More concretely, for the context of this Deliverable, the
structure provides for eight complementary ways (“strategies”) in which the same desired task can
be given a formal specification input by the human, that can then later be made more efficient by
software tools; that is, doing “something” with the discrete and continuous parts of all four levels
of abstraction The consortium has started to investigate smart strategies in the following subset:
• “Less-constraining symbolic task representations”: for RoboHow, the human-centric recipes
are an important input source for symbolic task descriptions, but these are typically not
formalized with the explicit objective to be used my robots. Hence, human “refactoring”
of such descriptions can lead to a formulation in which the least amount of (explicit, or
implicit) constraints occur. This directly opens up more possibilities for optimization of the
execution of the tasks.
• “Robot-independent symbolic task preprocessing for concurrent execution”: on the basis
of the type of the robot platform, one can already perform reasoning that optimizes the
human-centric symbolic representation for the particular robot platform. The more concrete
question to be addressed is: given an execution plan, how to optimize, both, the discrete and
continuous parts of the execution of such plan? Some possible answers that the reasoning
can rely on are: check whether the robot type can execute more than one discrete part of
the task at the same time, e.g., already starting to move the arm towards the target before
the mobile base has reached its destination; or to move one hand already in such a way that
it is ready for the next sub-task.
• “Less-constraining robot-dependent task specifications”: complementary execution efficiency gains can be achieved as soon as one has chosen the concrete robot platform. For
example, motions can be executed faster on this platform than for a generic platform of the
same type because there are more mechanical compliances that damp out possible impacts;
or this platform has an extra sensor “head” with which to perform “look-ahead perception”;
etc.
• “Numerical optimization of robot-dependent execution behavior parameters”: when going
from the specification to the control, a new set of execution efficiency opportunities arise:
solver algorithms can be optimized because some of the nominal execution paths through
the implementation can be replaced on the basis of monitoring information; gains can
be optimized by “model-predictive control” simulations via a fast solver; solvers can be
configured to use “lazy evaluation” of complex expressions; etc. They can also be optimized
by exploiting the particular form of robotics problems.
The first chapter of this document summarizes the consortium’s development efforts in all these
directions; more technical details can be found in the second chapter and in the corresponding
publications, that have been added in the Appendix.
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Chapter 1
Optimization through concurrent execution
This chapter summarizes the developments in all directions mentioned above. More technical
details can be found in the next chapter and in the publications related to this one, that have
been added in the Appendix. This presented work is achieved within Work Package 3’s context of
“Constraint- and Optimization-based Control”. Its evolution with respect to research presented in
Deliverables D3.1 “Documentation about the constraint-based framework” and D3.2 “Cognitive
constraints for arm and hand manipulation” is as follows:
• The work represented in this Deliverable was driven by the objective to speed up the execution, but all of the resulting refactoring in the task specification methodology and representations also pays off directly as improvements on the abstraction efforts documented in
D3.1 and the implementation of force and impedance control solvers described in D3.2.
• Deliverable D3.2 introduced as driving approach that “Everything is a constrained optimization problem”. The new developments make this driver even stronger, as the constraints
can be expressed in both the symbolic and numerical domains, as well as the discrete and
continuous parts, and the object to be optimized is not only the “instantaneous” control
action, but also the plan which is the “non-instantaneous” loop around such control actions.
• In Deliverable D3.1 the concept of task monitoring had been introduced, in the form of
events raised when a given (numerical) constraint, or a measured quantity, assumes a value
within a given interval. This concept is reused as mechanism to generate and check the
pre-, post- and per-conditions that the task scheduling exploits to realize the envisaged
concurrent execution gains.
• implication on the solvers: we keep on refactoring and improving the solvers in different
directions (or adding new, focused ones), mainly i) separating the parts that deal with
the above-mentioned “levels of abstraction”, ii) providing formal models of the semantics
of the solvers so that one can reason on their optimal configuration, iii) adding to the
number of constraints that the solvers can deal with, and iv) writing enhanced numerical
routines. Point ii) and iii) are obviously highly coupled: the more constraint primitives our
task descriptions are using, the more complex the problem formulations need to be, but also
the more gains can be expected from putting efforts in optimizing them. Point iv) allows
6
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to solve control problems faster, or, conversely to solve more complex problems within a
control loop.
• implication on the problem formulations: we keep on exploring mathematical ways to specify
the behavior of the robot at an optimization level, with two goals in mind i) allowing for
faster resolution by having solver-friendly formulations or being able to leverage the computation power of many-core architecture (e.g. general-purpose computations on graphics
processing unit – GPGPU), and ii) enabling richer expressiveness by adding elements of
higher level reasoning within the numerical optimization problem, e.g. basic scheduling or
decision making, thus alleviating part of the work done by the planning modules.
The following Sections provide information about five complementary developments; the formal
languages (“DSLs”, or “Domain-Specific Languages”) have a selection of keywords that reflect
their objectives: more “solver-centric” terminology versus more “task-centric” terminology. The
project has only set the first steps in the transformation of representations between “levels of
abstraction”, because of the high reasoning complexity involved in the necessary additions of
primitives, relationships, constraints and tolerances when going from a more abstract to a more
concrete level.

1.1

Less-constraining symbolic task representations

A major addition in Year 3 of the project is the specification, modeling and implementation of
implicit geometric constraints, such as “parallel to”, “orthogonal to”, etc. Their introduction
makes many task specifications a lot smaller, easier and more flexible, because a lot less specification parameters have to be introduced: reducing the number of parameters in favor of symbolic
information simplifies plan generation from the high “level of abstraction” side, and gives space
to post-processing plan execution algorithm. Moreover, the task representation abstracts the task
execution, i.e. how the motion engine interprets the task, so that algorithms built on top of that
benefices of broader applicability.
A second major addition was that of adding extra semantic tags to the task constraints, more in
particular reflecting the intention of why the constraints are part of the specification. Knowing
the intention of a constraint is one of the easiest ways to gain in execution efficiency, because one
has more space to configure when and to what extent the constraints must be taken into account
by the runtime solvers.
Related publications
- Gianni Borghesan, Enea Scioni, Abderrahmane Kheddar, and Herman Bruyninckx. Introducing geometric constraint expressions into robot constrained motion specification and control.
Autonomous Robots, under review
- Erwin Aertbeliën and Joris De Schutter. eTaSL/eTC: A constraint-based task specification
language and robot controller using expression graphs. In IEEE/RSJ Proc. of International
Conference on Intelligent Robots, 2014
A problem that has emerged in the communication between the partners of the project that from,
one side are nearer to the “control” area of research (KUL, CNRS), and from the other side works
7
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on the problem of task planning on a more abstract level, (UNI-HB) is to converge on what a
task exactly is, or more properly, which is the “granularity” of the description of a task.
Driven by the necessity of finding a reasonable trade-off between over-burden the reasoning engine
(CRAM) to make a decision about to execute a task between too many parameters, both continuous (gains and weights of constraints) and discrete (what should be constrained? with respect
what else?), and the need to provide the reasoner with sufficient degrees of freedom to build up
a plan, we designed a domain specific language, trying to enforce the following guidelines:
• Divide the aspects that are inherent to the task from the actual realization of the task. This
process of abstraction is similar to the step done if drafting the task frame formalism, where
the task description was based on desired control actions described in the task space, and
thus, such description is agnostic of the manipulator kinematics. in our case, we aim to
draft a formalism that is independent from the robot and the solver (e.g. velocity-, torque-,
or acceleration-based task controllers), in such a way the same task can be executed on
different platforms.
• Endow the task description with semantic meaning: instead of exposing the full capability
in describing constraints and desired behaviors of current solvers, we choose to narrow the
interface exposed to the user to only a limited set of relations (that can easily covers many
possible user cases), and leave the rest of parameters configuration to be automatically
tackled “under the hood”. In this way, the task description is focused on the task itself (no
details about controller gains, and solver).
• Describe which should be the desired behavior (intended as control strategies), rather than
describing how to attain such behavior (an aspect delegated to the solver). Again, this
automatic and platform-dependent configuration, alleviate the user from the need of knowing
how to tune robot- or solver-related parameters.
In order to fulfil the above-mentioned requirements, we drafted a domain specific language. The
focal points that should be highlighted are:
• We propose a description of task that is not based on a specific solver, as such, an interpreter
of the language must be implemented for each solver. This interpreter has the role to
execute a model translation, filling in all the data that are missing (e.g. platform dependent
information such as kinematic and/or dynamic model) and implement the control modes
corresponding to a given behavior : examples of behaviors are i) Positioning, ii) Move
toward, iii) Physical interaction, iv) Compliant motion, etc.
• Task are collections of constraints. Each constraint (independently of the behavior that
enforces) lives in an output space that is described by a geometric relation, that in turn
couples to geometric entities, (e.g. line, point, plane, etc, attached to a named frame).
These relations have a clear semantic meaning (e.g. distance between two lines), that could
be used directly, or further abstracted on task prototypes.
• Constraints are ordered, within a task, on three level of priorities, that are translated to
the underling solver to weights or priorities. The priorities (safety, primary, and auxiliary
constraints) are employed in task parallelization, see section 1.3).
• The formalism has semantic rules that can be enforced at planning stage to check the validity
of the declared task, i.e. we can check if a geometric relation (e.g. point-line distance) is
8
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enforced on a tuple of geometric primitives of the right kind (e.g. a line and a point), or
we can check the requested behavior versus the capability offered by the platform-solver
combination.

1.2

Less-constraining robot-dependent task specifications

This development has made more robot platform-specific capabilities explicitly available in the
specification language, more in particular the assignment of what subparts of the platform (base
or arm), and what parts of the behavior (discrete or continuous) can be decoupled from each other.
Again, such a finer granularity of specification primitives allows for more efficient specifications.
Related publications
- E. Scioni, G. Borghesan, H. Bruyninckx, and M. Bonfe. A framework for formal specification
of robotic constraint-based tasks and their concurrent execution with online qos monitoring.
In IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems, pages 2963–2969,
2014
- Erwin Aertbeliën and Joris De Schutter. eTaSL/eTC: A constraint-based task specification
language and robot controller using expression graphs. In IEEE/RSJ Proc. of International
Conference on Intelligent Robots, 2014

1.3

Robot-independent symbolic task preprocessing for concurrent
execution

This development has exploited the above-mentioned addition of more symbolic tags to the task
specification, more in particular those reflecting the intention of task constraints and the role
of solver algorithm components, and has created a runtime “scheduler” that combines symbolic
reasoning with numerical execution configuration optimizations.
Related publications
- E. Scioni, G. Borghesan, H. Bruyninckx, and M. Bonfe. Bridging the gap between discrete
symbolic planning and optimization-based robot control. In IEEE International Conference
on Robotics and Automation, 2015. accepted
- Azamat Shakhimardanov, Herman Bruyninckx, Marieke Copejans, and Ruben Smits. Specification of kinematic structures and algorithms based on geometric relations semantics.
Under review., 2015

1.4

Numerical optimization of robot-dependent execution behavior
parameters

CNRS developed a new Stack of Task (SoT) solver that is both more efficient than previous
solvers where the hierarchy of tasks is made of equality constraints only, and handles inequality
constraints at any level of the hierarchy. The solver is based on a dedicated matrix decomposition
9
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and inversion scheme that outperform vastly (up to a factor 10) classical approaches based on
pseudo-inverse and projectors, upon which an active-set strategy is built which is inspired from
quadratic programming and adapted to the hierarchical setting. Having a single active-set for all
the levels of the hierarchy at once allows to properly use warm-start (i.e. use the data from the
previous resolution to reduce, often to 1, the number of iterations of the current resolution) and
to devise real-time strategies with a maximum authorized number of iterations. This is so far the
only hierarchical solver that can handle inequality constraints at any level and perform whole-body
dynamic control on a humanoid robot in less than 5ms.
Because this solver is efficient even when the hierarchy has many priority levels, it is possible
to formulate control problems which incorporate simple discrete decisions such as using or not a
contact to support the robot, bending the back or not, etc.
KUL also developed another implementation of (most of) the Stack of Task interface that is
based on an efficient linear-time algorithm developed in the Russian literature in the 1980s. From
a functional point of view, the interface is identical, but the implementation is designed such
that it is expected to be easier in the future to integrate with all sorts of control, monitoring,
perception, learning and decision making. For example, the composition of the solver with simple
Model-Predictive Control algorithm has already been realized on a mobile manipulator (namely a
youBot, which has much higher joint friction than the PR2), adapting the control gains at runtime
to optimize the execution behavior of the motion control.
The solver algorithm is currently also getting a “symbolic overhaul”, in that the various components of the algorithm get explicit symbolic tags: computation, data, physical unit, iteration over
kinematic structure, etc. This not only allows gains in efficiency, but also avoids semantically
erroneous compositions of algorithms or exchange of data, e.g., when the position of a robot is
represented by six numbers (three positions, and three orientations) but both ends of the data
exchange use different physical units (radians versus degrees, millimeter versus meter).
Related publications
- Adrien Escande, Nicolas Mansard, and Pierre-Brice Wieber. Hierarchical quadratic programming: Fast online humanoid-robot motion generation. International Journal of Robotics
Reasearch, 33(7):1006–1028, June 2014
- Azamat Shakhimardanov, Herman Bruyninckx, Marieke Copejans, and Ruben Smits. PopovVereshchagin algorithm for linear-time hybrid dynamics, control and monitoring with weighted
or prioritized partial motion constraints in tree-structured kinematic chains. Under review.,
2014

1.5

Control problem formulations

In Year 3, we have actively worked on new ways to formulate optimization problems so as to ease
the specification of movements by the higher levels of abstraction. Three different axes have been
investigated as part of Tasks 3.1 and 3.4:
• Safe and efficient task transitions, i.e. how to add or remove a task in a SoT, or change the
priority level of several tasks, without inducing discontinuities in the command of the robot
and while keeping the computation time low.
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• Dynamic execution of a sequence of contacts in multi-contact motion, including manipulating an object. This is one more step in achieving high quality and efficient motions specified
by a small number of higher level inputs.
• GPGPU-based trajectory optimization. In the setting of this project, this axis has two goals:
i) offer scheduling capabilities inside a continuous optimization scheme, with reasonable
computation time, whereas traditional trajectory optimization for humanoids robots on CPU
usually requires up to a few hours. ii) progress toward computation times that would make
it possible to perform whole-body model predictive control, allowing the robots to perform
safely and reactively highly dynamic motions. Currently we can optimize motions in simple
settings in less time than the motion duration (e.g. 5s of computation time for a 8s motion,
fig. 1.1).

(a) Sequence of movements

(b) Joint velocity profiles and evolution of the tasks priorities over the simulation.

Figure 1.1: Example of optimized motion.

Related publications
- Hervé Audren, Joris Vaillant, Abderrahmane Kheddar, Adrien Escande, Kenji Kaneko, and
Eiichi Yoshida. Model Preview Control in Multi-Contact Motion – Application to a Humanoid
Robot. In Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 2014), 2014 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on, pages 4030–4035, 2014
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